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  1. What is kayak?

A watercraft

An aircraft

2. Since which year kayak have been a part of the Summer Olympics?

1936

1940

1945

3. What were first kayaks made of?

Bones

Wood

Stitched seal

4. What is the meaning of the word "kayak"?

"to move"

"people"

"a man"

5. When did rotomolded plastic kayaks first appear?

1977

1975

1973
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6. What could be the general length of sea kayaks?

26-28 feet

16-19 feet

25-23 feet

7. What could be the length of play boats?

5–6 feet

1–3 feet

12–14 feet

8. What is the important factor for kayak rolling?

Air

Tertiary stability

Weather

9. What is the average length of a modern kayak?

52 feet

45 feet

19 feet

10. Which kayaks are designed for photography purpose?

Surf kayaks

Sea kayaks

Recreational kayaks
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Kayak Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is kayak?
  A watercraft
  2. Since which year kayak have been a part of the Summer Olympics?
  1936
  3. What were first kayaks made of?
  Stitched seal
  4. What is the meaning of the word "kayak"?
  "a man"
  5. When did rotomolded plastic kayaks first appear?
  1973
  6. What could be the general length of sea kayaks?
  16-19 feet
  7. What could be the length of play boats?
  5–6 feet
  8. What is the important factor for kayak rolling?
  Tertiary stability
  9. What is the average length of a modern kayak?
  19 feet
  10. Which kayaks are designed for photography purpose?
  Recreational kayaks
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